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KYLIE SCOTT IS SELF PUBLISHING A GREAT NEW YOUNG ADULT CONTEMPORY BOOK AND SHE IS PERSONALISING THEM FOR US!
TRUST – TRADE P/BACK *PERSONALISED* (BOOKS WILL BE PERSONALISED MID AUGUST)
Being young is all about the experiences: the first time you skip school, the first time you fall in love…the first time someone holds a gun to your head.
After being held hostage during a robbery at a convenience store, seventeen year old Edie finds her attitude about life shattered. Unwilling to put up with
the snobbery and bullying at her private school, she enrolls at the local public high school, crossing paths with John. The boy who risked his life to save
hers. While Edie’s beginning to run wild, John’s just starting to settle down. After years of partying and dealing drugs with his older brother, he’s going
straight: getting to class on time, and thinking about the future. An unlikely bond grows between the two as John keeps Edie out of trouble and helps her
broaden her horizons. But when he helps her out with another first—losing her virginity—their friendship gets complicated. Meanwhile, Edie and John
are pulled back into the dangerous world they narrowly escaped. They were lucky to survive the first time, but this time they have more to lose—each other.
Upcoming New Releases
BEAUTIFUL TEMPEST – JOHANNA LINDSEY BK #12 H/C DUE 11/7
THE GREATEST CHALLENGE OF THEM ALL – STEPHANIE LAURENS BK#3 T/P DUE 11/7
THE LEGEND – DONNA GRANT BK#3 DUE 27/6
UNDAUNTED – DIANA PALMER H/C DUE 27/6
RACE AGAINST TIME – SHARON SALA BK #1 DUE 27/6
SOME KIND OF HERO – SUZANNE BROCKMANN BK #19 H/C DUE 11/7
TALL DARK DEADLY ALPHA – DONNA GRANT BK #1 T/P DUE 11/7
WILDFIRE – ILONA ANDREWS BK #3 DUE 25/7
FATAL THREAT – MARIE FORCE BK #11 DUE 25/7
DEVILS CUT – JR WARD BK #3 H/C & T/P DUE 1/8
RIDE THE STORM – KAREN CHANCE BK #8 DUE 1/8
DRAGONSWORN – SHERRILYN KENYON BK #21 H/C & T/P DUE 1/8
ALL THE LITTLE LIARS – CHARLAINE HARRIS BK #9 *REPACK* DUE 1/8
SEEING RED – SANDRA BROWN H/C & T/P DUE 15/8
BRING THE HEAT – GA AIKEN BK #10 DUE 29/8
DUKE OF DESIRE – ELIZABETH HOYT BK #12 DUE 29/8
MY FAIR LOVER – NICOLE JORDAN BK #5 DUE 29/8
DARK LEGACY – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK# 27 H/C & T/P DUE 5/9
ON THE CHASE – KATIE RUGGLE BK #2 DUE 5/9
SECRETS IN DEATH – J D ROBB BK# 45 H/C AND TRADE P/BACK DUE 5/9
GOING DARK – MONICA MCCARTY BK #1 DUE 5/9
THE WOMAN WHO COULDN’T SCREAM – CHRISTINA DODD BK #4 H/C DUE 5/9
IMMORTALLY YOURS – LYNSAY SANDS BK #26 DUE 26/9
ARCHANGELS VIPER – NALINI SINGH BK #10 DUE 26/9
CAUGHT BY THE SCOT – KAREN HAWKINS BK #1 DUE 26/9
LIFE OF LIES – SHARON SALA BK #2 DUE 26/9
THE SCOTSMAN WHO SAVED ME – HANNAH HOWELL BK 1 DUE 26/9
HEAT – DONNA GRANT BK #15 DUE 3/10
LEOPARDS BLOOD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #10 DUE 24/10
WYOMING CHRISTMAS – DIANA PALMER BK #7 DUE 31/10
A VERY GOTHIC CHRISTMAS – CHRISTINE FEEHAN *REISSUE* DUE 31/10
THE CHRISTMAS COWBOY HERO – DONNA GRANT BK#4 DUE 31/10
CAJUN CRAZY – SANDRA HILL BK #3 DUE 28/11
YEAR ONE – NORA ROBERTS BK #1 (PARA) H/C & T/P DUE 05/12
HEART ON FIRE – AMANDA BOUCHET BK #3 DUE 02/1
BLOOD FURY – JR WARD BK# 3 H/C & T/P DUE 09/1
SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER – LYNSAY SANDS BK #5 DUE 30/1
JUDGMENT ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #1 DUE 30/1
SURVIVE THE NIGHT – KATIE RUGGLE BK #3 DUE 01/2
THE PURSUIT – DIANA PALMER BK #5 (MORCAI) DUE 27/3
*Prices subject to change without notice. Our catalogue is divided into genres which can be identified by the side tabs on each page. These are the symbols to look for:
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THE LADY TRAVELERS GUIDE TO SCOUNDRELS AND
OTHER GENTLEMEN – VICTORIA ALEXANDER
BOOK #1 $18.95
Really, it's too much to expect any normal man to behave like
a staid accountant in order to inherit the fortune he deserves
to support the lifestyle of an earl. So when Derek Saunders's
favorite elderly aunt and her ill-conceived-and possibly
fraudulent-Lady Travelers Society loses one of their members,
what's a man to do but step up to the challenge? Now he's
escorting the world's most maddening woman to the world's most
romantic city to find her missing relative. While India Prendergast only
suspects his organization defrauds gullible travelers, she's certain a man
with as scandalous a reputation as Derek Saunders cannot be trusted
any farther than the distance around his very broad shoulders. As she
struggles not to be distracted by his wicked smile and the allure of Paris,
instead of finding a lost lady traveler, India just may lose her head, her
luggage and her heart. Free bonus story included in this volume!
Includes “The Proper Way to Stop a Wedding (in Seven Days or Less)”
AN UNEXPECTED COUNTESS – LAURIE BENSON
$18.95
The Earl of Hartwick delights in scandalizing the ton with his
behavior. But it's his turn to be scandalized when, on an
escapade, he bumps into Miss Sarah Forrester--in the rain, at
night, on a rooftop! Sarah is hunting for a diamond, and the
last thing she needs is the infuriating Hart distracting her. But
he's looking for the jewel, too! They may be rivals, but the sparks
between them are uncontrollable. And soon Sarah finds herself longing
for another treasure--becoming Hart's countess!
THE GIRL WITH THE MAKE-BELIEVE HUSBAND
– JULIA QUINN
BOOK #2 $18.95 (BRIDGERTON PREQUEL SERIES)
Book #1 Because Of Miss Bridgerton. With her brother
Thomas injured on the battlefront in the Colonies, orphaned
Cecilia Harcourt has two unbearable choices: move in with a
maiden aunt or marry a scheming cousin. Instead, she chooses option
three and travels across the Atlantic, determined to nurse her brother
back to health. But after a week of searching, she finds not her brother
but his best friend, the handsome officer Edward Rokesby. He's
unconscious and in desperate need of her care, and Cecilia vows that
she will save this soldier's life, even if staying by his side means telling
one little lie. When Edward comes to, he's more than a little confused.
The blow to his head knocked out three months of his memory, but
surely he would recall getting married. He knows who Cecilia Harcourt is
--even if he does not recall her face--and with everyone calling her his
wife, he decides it must be true, even though he'd always assumed he'd
marry his neighbor back in England. Cecilia risks her entire future by
giving herself--completely--to the man she loves. But when the truth
comes out, Edward may have a few surprises of his own for the new
Mrs. Rokesby.
THE DEBUTANTES DARING PROPOSAL – ANNIE
BURROWS
$18.95
Miss Georgiana Wickford has a plan to avoid the marriage mart
--she'll propose a marriage of convenience! She hasn't spoken
to the Earl of Ashenden since their childhood friendship was
torn apart, but now Edmund is her only hope. Edmund refuses
to take any bride, especially the unsuitable country miss who
abandoned him years ago. But when he sees beautiful Georgie at the
mercy of society's rakes, it arouses his protective instincts. And soon
the earl is tempted to claim the daring debutante for himself!

THE MOST DANGEROUS DUKE IN LONDON –
MADELINE HUNTER
BOOK #1 $18.95
Name and title: Adam Penrose, Duke of Stratton. Affiliation:
London's elite Society of Decadent Dukes. Family history:
Scandalous. Personality traits: Dark and brooding, with a thirst
for revenge. Ideal romantic partner: A woman of means, with
beauty and brains, willing to live with reckless abandon.
Desire: Clara Cheswick, gorgeous daughter of his family's sworn
enemy. Clara may be the woman Adam wants, but there's one problem:
she's far more interested in publishing her women's journal than getting
married--especially to a man said to be dead-set on vengeance. Though,
with her nose for a story, Clara wonders if his desire for justice is
sincere--along with his incredibly unnerving intention to be her
husband. If her weak-kneed response to his kiss is any indication,
falling for Adam clearly comes with a cost. But who knew courting
danger could be such exhilarating fun?
FROM DUKE TILL DAWN – EVA LEIGH
BOOK #1 $18.95
Years ago, the Duke of Greyland gave his heart--and a
princely sum of money--to a charming, destitute widow
with unparalleled beauty. After one passionate night, she
slipped from his bed and vanished without a trace. And
just when he's given up hope of ever seeing her again,
Greyland finds her managing a gaming hell. He's desperate to have her .
. . until he discovers everything about his long-lost lover was a lie. In
truth, Cassandra Blake grew up on the streets, picking pockets to
survive. Greyland was a mark--to be fleeced and forgotten--but her
feelings for the duke became all too real. Once he learns of her
deception, however, the heat in his eyes turns to ice. When her business
partner absconds with the gaming hell proceeds--leaving unsavory
investors out for blood--Cassandra must beg the man she betrayed for
help. Greyland wants compensation, too, and he'll assist her under one
condition: she doesn't leave his sight until her debts are paid. But it's
not long before the real Cassandra--the smart, streetwise criminal--is
stealing his heart all over again.
WHEN TO ENGAGE AN EARL – SALLY MACKENZIE
BOOK #3 $18.95
Book #1 What To Do With A Duke, Book #2 How To Manage
A Marquess. Miss Jane Wilkinson couldn't be more delighted
when her two best friends marry, creating a much-desired
vacancy at the Spinster House. For the first time in her twentyeight years, Jane can be free of her annoying older brother and
enjoy complete solitude--with the exception of the Spinster
House cat, Poppy. If only Jane's unruly thoughts didn't keep drifting to
handsome Alex, Earl of Evans, in the most un-spinster like ways.
Though jilted once, Alex has always intended to marry and raise a
family. Now that his two closest friends have tied the knot, he is more
determined than ever to find a wife. If only it wasn't the intriguing Miss
Jane Wilkinson that his heart--as well as the rest of him--desired. Not
only does she appear uninterested in marriage, it's clear she's the
managing sort. And yet, despite Alex's fiercely independent spirit, the
idea of being managed by her is quite appealing. Now if he can only
convince her to give up her beloved Spinster House in favor of a far
more pleasurable home--in his arms.
AN AFFAIR WITH A NOTORIOUS HEIRESS –
LORRAINE HEATH
BOOK #4 $18.95
Start with Falling Into Bed With The Duke. The son of a
duke and an infamous mother, Alistair Mabry, Marquess of
Rexton, fought his way to respectability. Now, the most
eligible bachelor in London, marriage-shy Rexton will take
only a wife with an impeccable reputation, good breeding,
and a penchant for staying out of the gossip sheets. But when he strikes
a deal to be seen "courting" a sweet young debutante whose notorious
older sister has blemished her chances for marriage, Rexton is
unexpectedly drawn to the highly inappropriate, calamitous Tillie, Lady
Landsdowne herself. After a scandalous incident that sent shockwaves
throughout society and disgraced her, Tillie refuses to cower in the face
of the ton. Instead, she will hold her head high as she serves as
chaperone for her younger sister, but Tillie is convinced Rexton's
courtship is shrouded with secrets--ones she vows to uncover.
However, doing so requires getting dangerously close to the devilishly
handsome and forbidden marquess.
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MERELY A MARRIAGE – JO BEVERLEY
BOOK #1 $18.95
As England mourns the death of Princess Charlotte, Lady
Ariana Boxstall has another succession in mind. Her
brother, Norris, is a strapping young man, but he's also
happily unmarried and childless. Norris agrees to take a
wife on one condition: that Ariana take a husband first.
Although she realizes she risks a lifetime in a loveless marriage, for the
sake of her family, Ariana accepts his challenge. When the Earl of
Kynaston met Ariana eight years ago, he broke her heart. Since then,
his own heart has been broken, and he's sworn off love...until he sees
Ariana all grown-up and his resolve is threatened. Could Ariana's
bargain with Norris actually lead her to happiness? With real love on
the line, she must win over the one man who refuses to be had.

MARRYING THE REBELLIOUS MISS – BRONWYN SCOTT
$18.95
When an ill-fated affair left Beatrice Penrose with more than
just memories, she fled to Scotland to raise her son away from
society's eyes. But the past catches up with her...and Preston
Worth is impossible to deny when he's sent to bring her
home. Preston has known Bea since childhood, but only now
does a forbidden and unexpected desire spark between them.
And when Beatrice's and her baby's lives are threatened, he
makes her an offer of protection she can't refuse...as his wife!
BLUE HEAVEN BLACK NIGHT – HEATHER GRAHAM
$18.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 09/95 AS SHANNON DRAKE)
The living image of a knight's dream, Elise conceals a
shocking secret: she is the illegitimate daughter of Henry
II. A fierce and magnificent warrior, Sir Bryan Stede
follows no law but his own until he beholds the exquisite
Elise. Duty keeps her his reluctant prisoner. Fate will
transform her into his cherished bride. Despite everything
between heaven and hell that will come between them.
CLAIMING HIS HIGHLAND BRIDE – TERRI BRISBIN
$18.95
After discovering her role in her father's plot to destroy
another clan, Sorcha MacMillan risks her life to go into hiding.
Her safety relies on her disguise, but she is drawn to a man
who could see through her. Unknown to Sorcha, Alan
Cameron has been sent to track her down. He's attracted to
the woman in disguise. Even after learning her true identity, he
can't overcome his instinct to protect her. No matter the
danger, he will keep Sorcha safe...and claim her as his bride!
A TOUCH OF FROST – JO GOODMAN
$18.95
After his train is robbed at gunpoint, Remington Frost
awakens from a blow to find the bandits gone...along with
the woman he was shadowing for protection. No stranger
to risk, Remington will do what it takes to bring Phoebe
Apple to safety and her kidnappers to justice. But ransoming Phoebe is
just the start of trouble. Phoebe is shocked to learn that her mysterious
rescuer is none other than Remington Frost, the son of her sister's new
husband. Home at Twin Star Ranch, she falls happily into western life-and cautiously in love with Remington. But danger hides close to home,
and their romance illuminates a web of secrets and betrayal that may
put the rancher and his intended bride past the point of rescue.
MAIL ORDER BRIDES OF OAK GROVE –
ROBINSON/ALBRIGHT
$18.95
“Surprise Bride For The Cowboy” by Lauri Robinson. Mary
McCary never wanted to be a mail-order bride, but falling off the
Oak Grove train into Steve Putnam's lap changes everything.
Could he be the cowboy to tempt her down the aisle? “Taming
The Runaway Bride” by Kathryn Albright. Running from trouble,
Maggie McCary signs up to be a mail-order bride. She doesn't intend
to actually marry, until she shares a kiss with Jackson Miller!

A TAILOR MADE HUSBAND – WINNIE GRIGGS
$18.95
Tired of pining for sheriff Ward Gleason, seamstress
Hazel Andrews plans to head East-until Ward finds an
abandoned child. Hazel can't turn down his request that
she watch the little girl while he investigates a spate of
crimes. But spending time with Ward is sending local
gossips-and Hazel's heart-into turmoil. Nothing in Ward's
world is the same since he took charge of Meg and that
includes his growing feelings for Hazel. A fake engagement will allow
them to care for the child together until Hazel moves away. But with
little Meg convinced she's already found her forever family, can Ward
and Hazel make her dreams come true?
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HIGHLAND HELLION – MARY WINE
BOOK #3 $18.95
Book #1 Highland Spitfire, Book #2 Highland Vixen.
Katherine Carew: Illegitimate daughter of an English earl.
Abducted to Scotland at age 14. No family, no reputation. No
rules. Rolfe McTavish: Heir to an honorable Highland laird.
Can't believe how well tomboy Kate can fight. About to learn
how much of a woman she really is. Scotland is seething with plots, the
vengeful Gordons are spoiling for a fight, and the neighboring clans are
at each other's throats. All it takes is a passionate hellion with a
penchant for reckless adventure to ignite the Highlands once more.

A MATCH MADE IN TEXAS – MARGARET BROWNLEY
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Left At The Altar. Amanda Lockwood gets more than
she bargained for when she's elected Two-Time Texas's first
female sheriff. Anxious to prove herself, she sets out to stop crime
in its tracks-taking down wanted man Rick Barrett in the process.
But there's something special about the charming outlaw.
Common sense says he must be guilty but her heart keeps telling
her otherwise. So what's a sheriff to do? Gather an all-female
posse and ride to save the day. Things sure don't look good for Rick. If
he doesn't convince the pretty sheriff to let him go, he'll soon be
pushing up daisies. But his plan to woo her to his side backfires when
he's the one who falls head over heels. Now he must choose between
freedom or saving the woman he loves and the clock is ticking.

Coming next month…
THE PLEASURES OF PASSION – SABRINA JEFFRIES BK #4
THREE WEEKS WITH A PRINCESS – VANESSA KELLY BK #2
A MOST UNLIKLEY DUKE – SOPHIE BARNES BK #1
THE HIGHLAND COMMANDER – AMY JERECKI BK #2
THE DAY OF THE DUCHESS – SARAH MACLEAN BK #3
DUKE WITH BENEFITS – MANDA COLLINS BK #2
LOVE WITH A SCOTTISH OUTLAW – GAYLE CALLEN BK #3
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THE CONVENIENT FELSTONE MARRIAGE –
JENNI FLETCHER
$18.95
The last place respectable governess Ianthe Holt ever
expected to be proposed to was in a train carriage...by a
stranger...who had just accused her of trying to trap another
man into marriage! Shipping magnate Robert Felstone may
be dashing, but he's also insufferable, impertinent--and
Ianthe's only possible savior from her uncertain fate. She's hesitant to
play the perfect Felstone wife, but Robert soon shows Ianthe there's
more to him than meets the eye, and more to marriage than vows.

BRENDA NOVAK HAS WRITTEN A GREAT NEW SERIES
FINDING OUR FOREVER
BOOK #1 $18.95
The search for her birth mother brought Cora Kelly to the New
Horizons Boys Ranch. Getting a job there was easy enough, but
confiding in Aiyana, the ranch's owner, that she's really her
daughter? Cora's not sure she can do that, not unless she's
confident the news will be welcomed. And once she gets to know
Elijah Turner-Aiyana's adopted son and ranch manager-that decision becomes
even more difficult. Although Elijah can't deny his deep attraction to Cora,
he's always struggled with trust. Anyone with his past would, and there's
something about the ranch's newest employee that isn't exactly as it seems.
But she might be just what he's long been waiting for.
NO ONE BUT YOU
BOOK #2 $18.95
Struggling to make ends meet after a messy divorce, Sadie Harris
is at the end of her tether. Her waitressing gig isn't enough to
pay the bills let alone secure primary custody of her son, Jayden,
a battle she refuses to lose. Desperate, she accepts a position
assisting Dawson Reed-the same Dawson Reed who recently
stood trial for the murder of his adoptive parents. Joining him at
his isolated farm seems risky, but Sadie is out of options. Dawson has given
small town Silver Springs plenty of reasons to be wary, but he's innocent of
the charges against him. He wants to leave his painful past behind and fix up
the family farm so he can finally bring his sister home where she belongs. As
Sadie and Dawson's professional relationship grows into something personal,
Sadie realizes there's more to Dawson than the bad boy everyone else sees-he
has a good heart, one that might even be worth fighting for.
DEFENDER – DIANA PALMER
BOOK #41 $18.95 *REPACK*
When Paul Fiore disappeared from Isabel Grayling's life, he told
himself it was for all the right reasons. She was young and
innocent, and he was her millionaire father's lowly employee.
Three years later, Paul is the FBI agent assigned to Isabel's case.
Too late, he realizes what life in her Texas mansion was really
like back then-and how much damage he did when he left. Once
love-struck and sheltered, Isabel has become an assistant district
attorney committed to serving the law, no matter how risky it gets. But
right now the man she can't forgive is the one person standing between
her and a deadly stalker. She knows Paul won't hesitate to protect her
life with his own. But if she can't trust herself to resist him, how can
she trust him not to break her heart all over again?

A COLD CREEK SECRET – RAEANNE THAYNE
$18.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 02/10)
Being stranded in the middle of nowhere in a blizzard is not
heiress Mimi Van Hoyt's idea of a fun time. On the run from
her latest scandal, Mimi just wants to start over. So when she
crashes her car outside Major Brant Western's ranch, she
offers a false name, Maura, and begs for shelter from the storm. On
leave from his latest tour of duty, all Major Brant Western wants is a
hot meal and a warm bed. What he doesn't need is a stunning socialite
in disguise who's just shown up at his family's Cold Creek ranch. The
more Brant gets to know her, the clearer it becomes that "Maura" is
hiding something. But when Brant finally discovers her secret, he might
not want to let her go. Includes “Not Just a Cowboy” by Caro Carson.
THE WEDDING DATE BARGAIN – MIRA LYN KELLY
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 May The Best Man Win. When Sarah Cole finds herself
in Chicago with two months to kill before her New York
promotion goes through, she decides it's time to take care of a
few things--like the inconvenient issue of her virginity. Sarah
knows the right guy for the job too: Max, the notorious lady's
man she's been crushing on since college. Max Brandt is all for a
fling, just not with Sarah. She's way too good for him. He walked
away from her once, but it wasn't easy. Things are different now, and
the plan is so simple. There's no way either of them would do
something as silly as fall in love.

YOU WILL FALL IN LOVE LEXI EDDINGS SERIES
THE COLDWATER WARM HEARTS CLUB
BOOK #1 $22.95
For Lacy Evans, returning to flyover country is the definition of
failure. She had everything she wanted-an award-winning design
firm, a chic city condo, a handsome almost-fiance. Then her
boyfriend ran off with her receptionist and her clients' money. Now
she's out of business and crashing on her parents' couch. When she
slides into a booth at the Green Apple Grill, she's feeling lower than a worm's
belly. But Lacy's old classmate Jacob Tyler is happy to see her. Coldwater's
football hero came back from Afghanistan short part of a leg and some peace of
mind, but he's counting his blessings, and Lacy could be one of them. Then
there's her ex, Daniel, wearing a sheriff's badge and a wedding ring, but looking
like young summer love. And a host of unlikely serendipities: the selfless dogooders who sneak around taming curmudgeons and constructing second
chances. The sprawling, take-no-prisoners Bugtussle clan. Lacy thought she
knew her hometown, and herself. She just wanted to get on her feet and keep
running. But the longer she stays, the more she finds to change her mind.
A COLDWATER WARM HEARTS WEDDING
BOOK #2 $22.95
Everyone longs for a place to be loved and accepted, warts and all.
But while this cozy corner of the world is home to just about
anyone who wants to put down roots, the way has been barred to
Michael Evans. Mike's dad saw to that some ten years ago when he
ordered him to leave town and never come back. But when Michael
learns his mother is battling breast cancer, not even the animosity
between him and his father can keep him away. Of course he didn't figure on
getting roped into being best man at his sister's upcoming wedding, but as long
as Michael's back in town, he figures he' got a second chance with the girl who
got away-Heather Walker. Long-legged Heather has had a love/hate relationship
with the town bad boy ever since he christened her "Stilts" in middle school. She
was voted most likely to succeed. Michael seemed destined for the state pen.
Even so, she hopes there's more to him than leathers and a Harley, for his
family's sake if nothing else. But while her fascination with him grows, a decadeold secret involving a member of her family threatens to tear them apart.

AMISH BRIDES – BECKSTRAD/LILLARD/JEBBER
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
“The Reluctant Groom” by Jennifer Beckstrand Spirited Suvie
Newswenger has three marriage proposals-but not from the
man she truly loves. No matter how lonely widower Aaron
Beachy is, he seems determined to stay that way forever. Now,
with help from his matchmaking great-grandparents, Suvie will
do whatever it takes to rekindle Aaron's hope. “Joshua’s Bride” by
Molly Jebber Madeline Lehman fears her fiance's family will never
accept her because of her rebellious sister. She's postponed her wedding
to Joshua Stutzman until they see the truth. But when Maddie adopts
her sister's abandoned baby, can she and Joshua find a way to unite
their families? “A Summer Wedding In Paradise” by Amy Lillard
Reba Schmucker longs to be a bride. And she knows her mischievous
nieces just wanted to help when they "chose" Abel Weaver for her. But
he's the last man in the world she'd ever marry. There's no way her
independence and his stubbornness could ever get along-unless a
sudden crisis somehow leads to understanding and love.
DAUGHTERS OF THE BRIDE – SUSAN MALLERY
$22.95 *REPACK*
With Joy, Love and a Little Trepidation, Courtney, Sienna
and Rachel Invite You to the Most Emotional Wedding
of the Year...Their Mother's. Courtney The Misfit, As the
awkward one, Courtney Watson may not be as together as
her sisters, but she excels at one thing--keeping secrets,
including the white-hot affair she's having with a sexy
music producer. Sienna The Free Spirit, When Sienna's
boyfriend proposes, he takes her by surprise. She already has two
broken engagements under her belt. Should she say "I do" even if she's
not sure she does? Rachel The Cynic, Rachel thought love would last
forever...right up until her divorce. With Mom's wedding day imminent
and her ex begging for a second chance, she'll have to decide if she'll let
pride stand in the way of her own happily-ever-after.
ONE WEEK TO THE WEDDING – OLIVIA MILES
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Kate Daniels couldn't be more excited to be planning her best
friend's wedding in theory. Lately, just thinking about gowns and
centerpieces makes her want to hide under the covers with her
dog and a good book. Maybe it's because her fiance cheated. Or
maybe it's because he cheated with her younger sister, Charlotte. Or
maybe it's because her newfound reputation as jilted wedding planner
isn't exactly doing wonders for her career. Charlotte knows she messed
up. Big time. But she also knows something Kate doesn't-something
that might bring them close again, if her sister will ever take her calls.
But as time passes and silence grows, Charlotte begins to realize she
can't hide from her problems forever, and that sometimes the only
place to run is home. With the wedding only a week away, Kate expects
a few surprises. But what she doesn't expect is to find herself believing
in the strength of family, and the possibility of finding love again.
UNTIL YOU – DENISE GROVER SWANK
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Only You. Lanie Rogers lives a completely
nomadic lifestyle. Her job keeps her on the move, and
relationships are a complication she doesn't need. That is,
until she meets Mr. Tall, Dark, and Hotness at a prewedding party. Lately Lanie's life has been missing a little
something-and sexy playboy Tyler Norris offers something she
definitely can't refuse. Tyler has always been a little too popular with
women for his own good. Ever since he and his buddies vowed to
remain bachelors, Tyler figured he was safe from temptation. Lanie and
her gorgeous brown eyes are about to prove him so wrong. With one
kiss, the heat is intense. After one night, it's pure combustion. It was
supposed to be a no-strings fling-until these two commitment-phobes
each discover the one undeniable exception to their rule
ABOUT A DOG – JENN MCKINLAY
BOOK #1 $18.95
Mackenzie "Mac" Harris fled her hometown of Bluff Point,
Maine, after being left at the altar--and seeking solace in the
arms of her best friend's off-limits brother. Now, seven
years later, she's back to attend her best friend's weddingsafe, or so she thinks, from the mistakes of her youth. But
Gavin Tolliver has never forgotten the woman who has always held his
heart. And when Mac rescues a stray puppy named Tulip, only Gavin,
the town's veterinarian, can help. With a little assistance from Tulip,
Gavin vows to make Mac realize that their feelings are more than just
puppy love.
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TOUGHEST COWBOY IN TEXAS – CAROLYN BROWN
BOOK #1 $18.95
Last time Lila Harris was in Happy, Texas, she was actively
earning her reputation as the resident wild child. Now, a
little older and wiser, she's back to run her mother's cafe for
the summer. Except something about this town has her
itching to get a little reckless and rowdy, especially when she
sees her old partner-in-crime, Brody Dawson. Their
chemistry is just as hot as ever. But he's still the town's
golden boy-and she's still the wrong kind of girl. Brody hasn't had much
time lately for anything other than ranching. Running the biggest spread
in the county and taking care of his family more than keeps him busy.
All that responsibility has him longing for the carefree days of high
school-and Lila. She may have grown up, but he still sees that spark of
mischief in her eyes. Now he's dreaming about late-night skinny
dipping and wondering how he can possibly resist the one woman he
can never forget.

SCORE – VICTORIA DENAULT
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Jude Braddock. Hockey god. That's how everyone sees him
now. But when they were teenagers, Zoey knew him as the
kid who didn't have enough nerve to make a move on their
one and only disastrous date. Seems he doesn't have that
problem anymore, though. According to the rumors, he's with a
different woman every night. After a rough divorce, the last thing Zoey
needs is more heartbreak. But Jude's cocky, playful attitude is mighty
hard to resist. Jude knows he isn't built for long-term relationships. But
he's getting sick of women pounding on his door in the middle of the
night looking for a rematch. When Zoey comes back into his life, it's
like fate has given him a second chance. He'll do anything to make her
happy again. Is this what love looks like? He has no idea. All he knows
for sure is that this time, he's playing for keeps.
SWEET SOUTHERN TROUBLE – MICHELE SUMMERS
BOOK #4 $18.85
Start with Find My Way Home. Marabelle Fairchild know she's a
gal who can get things done. Feeling unappreciated at the
exclusive private school where she's a kindergarten aide and
varsity tennis coach, Marabelle determines to score with the next
big fundraiser. What she doesn't expect? A smokin' hot football
coach to throw off her game. NFL coach Nick Frasier is Raleigh's
most eligible bachelor, but he wants to focus on his career not his
playboy status. He doesn't need an irresistible, pint-sized kindergarten
teacher pestering him. So he cuts Marabelle a deal -in exchange for
Nick sponsoring a bachelor auction starring him and his celebrity pals,
Marabelle will pose as his finacee to ward off unwanted advances.
PUBLIC RELATIONS – HEANEY/REBOLINI
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
PR star Rose Reed is thrown into the big leagues when her
boss leaves town the day of the firm's meeting with Archie
Fox, a young British singer-songwriter. The meeting is going
badly until Rose suggests a staged romance with young indie
star Raya. He'll do it, but only if Rose becomes his publicist.
As the faux-mance between Archie and Raya begins to rehabilitate
Archie's faltering career, Rose finds his herself having unexpected, and
definitely unprofessional feelings for the crooner. But do late night
texts and impromptu burrito binges mean he feels the same?

JENNIFER SNOW HAS A SPORTY NEW SERIES
MAYBE THIS TIME
BOOK #1 $18.95
Abigail Jansen is done with hockey and hockey players. After leaving
her two-timing NHL-star husband, Abby decides to start over in her
hometown. There she doesn't have to deal with people gossiping
behind her back or hear the word "hockey"-until her daughter tries
out for the junior hockey team. Now Abby has to face her fears and coach Jackson
Westmore. He's tall, dark, handsome-and happens to hate her. All through high
school, talented hockey player Jackson Westmore had a crush on Abby, but he
would never make a move on his best friend's girl. He gave her the cold shoulder
out of self-preservation and worked out his frustrations on the ice. So when Abby
returns, newly divorced and still sexy as hell, Jackson knows he's in trouble. Now
even the best defensive skills might not keep him from losing his heart.
MAYBE THIS LOVE
BOOK #2 $18.95
Hockey player Ben Westmore has some serious skills-on and off the
ice-and he's not above indulging in the many perks of NHL stardom.
When a night in Vegas ends in disaster, he realizes two things: 1) it's
time to lie low for a while, and 2) he needs a lawyer-fast. But the
smoking-hot woman who walks into his office immediately tests all
his good intentions. Olivia Davis doesn't need anyone derailing her
career-or her dreams -least of all a skirt-chasing player like Ben. But soon he's
unleashing a full-court press to convince her that he's the real deal. She's slowly
falling for his rugged charm, but with so much on the line, Olivia has to decide
whether Ben can truly change-or if he's just playing the game.

POSITIVELY PIPPA – SARAH HEGGER
BOOK #1 $18.95
For Pippa Turner there's only one place to go when her life selfdestructs on national TV--home to Ghost Falls, and her heavily
perfumed, overly dramatic, but supremely loving grandmother,
Philomene. If anyone will understand how Pippa's hit makeover
show was sabotaged by her vengeful ex, it's Phi. But she's not the
only one who's happy to see her--and Pippa can't help but
wonder if Matt Evans, her gorgeous high-school crush turned Phi's
contractor, is game for a steamy close-up... Matt owes his whole career
to Phi and her constant demands to embellish the gothically ridiculous
house he built for her. Getting to see red-headed, red-hot Pippa is a
bonus, especially now that she's no longer the troublesome teenager he
remembers. He's willing to stay behind the scenes while she gives her
own life a much-needed makeover, but not forever. As far as he's
concerned, their connection is too electric to ignore. And the chance to
build something lasting between them--before she can high-tail it back
to Hollywood--is going to the top of his to-do list…
IF YOU LIKE JACI BURTON THEN YOU WILL LOVE HEIDI MCLAUGHLIN!
THIRD BASE
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Since becoming a major league baseball player, I've learned a few
hard lessons. Like never give out your home address on social
media. Never shoot your mouth off without thinking. and never,
ever let your personal life interfere with your game. But then I saw
her - sitting alone behind the enemy dugout, watching me - and I
just had to meet this girl. Now I know that Daisy Robinson has
her secrets, but there's something about her that drives me crazy. Maybe it's her
innocence, her absolutely amazing knowledge of baseball, or just the fact that
she is so unbelievably beautiful. I have to take it slow. Prove to her that the
rumors about me are just that - rumors. Daisy might be my ultimate lifetime
win. if I don't get hit by the curveball that's coming my way.
HOME RUN
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
I've given up everything for the chance to play major league
baseball. Everything. Now I'm so close I can practically hear the
crowd chanting my name. There's nothing that could take my
dream away from me. Unless I lose focus. And Ainsley Burke is
the most beautiful, distracting woman I've ever met. When I'm
with her, I can't think of anything else. But no matter how much I want
Ainsley, there's no room for love in my game plan. I can give her a quick tour
of the bases, but that's it. Then I have to let her go. If she wants to think I'm a
love 'em and leave 'em player, fine. All dreams require sacrifice. I just wish this
one didn't mean tearing out my own heart.
DATING YOU HATING YOU – CHRISTINA LAUREN
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Everyone knows that all's fair in love and war. But these
two will learn that sabotage is a dish best served naked.
Despite the odds against them from an embarrassing
meet-awkward at a mutual friend's Halloween party,
Carter and Evie immediately hit it off. Even the
realization that they're both high-powered agents at
competing firms in Hollywood isn't enough to squash the
fire. But when their two agencies merge--causing the pair to vie for the
same position--all bets are off. What could have been a beautiful,
blossoming romance turns into an all-out war of sabotage. Carter and
Evie are both thirtysomething professionals--so why can't they act like
it? Can Carter stop trying to please everyone and see how their mutual
boss is really playing the game? Can Evie put aside her competitive
nature long enough to figure out what she really wants in life? Can their
actor clients just be something close to human? Whether these two
Hollywood love/hatebirds get the storybook Hollywood ending, or just
a dramedy of epic proportions, you get to enjoy Christina Lauren's
heartfelt, hilarious story of romance in the modern world.
NEW YORK ACTUALLY – SARAH MORGAN
BOOK #4 $18.95
Start with Sleepless In Manhattan. Meet Molly--New York's
most famous advice columnist, she considers herself an
expert at relationships...as long as they're other people's.
Still bruised from her last breakup, Molly is in no rush to
find happily-ever-after--the only love of her life is her dalmatian,
Valentine. Meet Daniel--A cynical divorce lawyer, he's hardwired to
think relationships are a bad idea. If you don't get involved, no one can
get hurt. Until he finds himself borrowing a dog to meet the gorgeous
woman he sees running in Central Park every morning. Molly and
Daniel both think they know everything about relationships. But as
they try--and fail--to resist their undeniable chemistry, they'll soon
discover they just might have a lot left to learn.
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A SKY FULL OF STARS – SAMANTHA CHASE
BOOK #5 $18.95
Start with Made For Us. Brilliant astrophysicist Dr. Owen
Shaughnessy feels more connected to the cosmos than to
people. He's great with calculations, but when he leads a
team of scientists to study a famous meteor shower, he
doesn't factor in his free-spirited artist assistant Brooke
Matthews. Polar opposites in personality, the friction between them
threatens to derail the project. But the beauty and mystery of the night
sky draw Owen and Brooke together-and she's going to surprise him in
ways the stars never could.

THROUGH YOUR EYES – SHANNYN SCHROEDER
BOOK #3 $12.95
Book #1 Under Your Skin, Book #2 In Your Arms. Deirdre
Murphy has had her life planned for her since she was born:
Work in her parents' rowdy pub in rural Ireland. Live with
her family until she marries. Marry her childhood sweetheart.
None of it excites her. But before her fate closes in, Deirdre's
got one last visit to her Chicago cousins-where she can spend
her mornings in a peaceful bakery, keep to herself, and savor
the space she needs. Until she meets Tommy O'Malley. Tommy is
covered in tattoos, stays up half the night inking them on other people,
and has a reputation for being good with his hands. And he's heartpounding, forgot-her-words, can't-stop-staring exciting.
NEED YOU NOW – NICOLE HELM
BOOK #1 $18.95
Gracely, Colorado, was once a booming mining town. No one
knows that better than Brandon Evans. His father's company
kept the town thriving for years-until Brandon threatened to
expose his illegal practices and drove him away. Everyone blames
Brandon and his brother for turning Gracely into a ghost townbut the residents cling to a long-held legend about the land's healing
powers. And Brandon has a plan to spin that legend into reality. Lilly
Preston moved to Gracely a year ago to save her nephew from an
abusive situation. She would do anything for him, even sacrifice her job.
Reluctantly, the former PR hot shot takes a job at the Evans brothers'
Mile High Adventures, a company offering restorative Rocky Mountain
vacations. Brandon thinks PR is pointless, and Lilly knows less than
nothing about the outdoors. Which is exactly why they need each other.
THE SONG OF US – JD BARRETT
BOOK #2 $29.99 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Secret Recipe For Second Chances. Five years
ago, Zoe Wylde fled her career as a concert harpist in London
to return to her Bondi home. She still plays, but now her
audience is on the way out, literally. Compared to her family
and friends Zoe thought she was doing okay. She's met the guy
she is sure is the one. He wooed her for almost five years. It would all
be perfect, if he wasn't married. Zoe is learning that hearts, like harps,
are capable of beautiful music if treated right. She's over the old tune.
But does Zoe have the courage to rewrite the song of her own life?
Coming next month…
SERENITY HARBOR – RAEANNE THAYNE BK #6
DOWN HOME COWBOY – MAISEY YATES BK #8
COMEBACK COWBOY – SARAH RICHARDSON BK #2
PRIMROSE LANE – DEBBIE MASON BK #3
UNDAUNTED—DIANA PALMER H/C & T/P
THE CHASE – VANESSA FEWINGS
BOOK #1 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK
A rising star in one of London's top art investigation firms,
Zara Leighton's talent for seeing deep into paintings is in her
blood. She's chosen to help track down Icon, an international
art thief whose heists are daring and baffling. To Zara the
case is bordering on an obsession. She finds distraction in the
form of top-shelf client Tobias Wilder, an American
billionaire who demands her expertise, her discretion and her secrecy.
Wilder doesn't ask questions. He gives orders. His gaze alone ignites her
fantasies. And his touch. The sudden whirl of exclusive exhibitions and
decadent parties that Wilder introduces her to is a potent aphrodisiac.
But surrender soon becomes tinged with suspicion. Is Zara's tryst with
Wilder the real thing...or just a convincing forgery?

RUN TO GROUND – KATIE RUGGLE
BOOK #1 $18.95
Grieving the death of his K9 partner, Theo Bosco has no room
in his life for distractions. Though his instincts scream that he
should avoid Juliet 'Jules' Jackson, he can't seem to stay away. It
doesn't help that Theo's new K9 companion has fallen head
over paws with Jules's rambunctious family. Or that when he's
with her, Theo finally knows peace. When Jules rescued her siblings,
whisking them away to the safety of the beautifully rugged Colorado
Rockies, she never expected to catch the eye-or the heart-of a cop. Yet
as Jules struggles to fight her growing attraction to the brooding K9
officer, another threat lurks much closer to home. And this time, there's
no escape.
PHYSICAL FORCES – DD AYRES
BOOK #6 $18.95
Start with Irresistible Forces. Macayla Burkett is no
ordinary private eye. She's a pet detective, dedicated to
tracking down missing dogs and cats. When two famous
racing greyhounds disappear and turn up dead, Macayla
finds herself in the midst of a much more serious case.
And when the thieves target her and threaten her life, she realizes she's
in grave danger--until a ridiculously handsome stranger enters the
picture. oliver Kelly may look like a male stripper, but his muscles aren't
just for show. The gorgeous Australian is co-owner of a K-9 Search and
Rescue service dedicated to saving those in danger. When he and his K9 partner, an Australian shepherd named Jackeroo, rescue the fiery
detective from trouble, the sparks begin to fly. And when they join
forces to stop a widespread case of animal theft, it unleashes a torrent
of passion that's impossible to tame.
FORBIDDEN PROMISES – KATEE ROBERT
BOOK #4 $18.95
Start with The Marriage Contract. Sloan O'Malley just left her
entire world behind-her family, her wealth, and even her real
name. For the first time in her life, she's free. She can live the
"normal" life she's always wanted. A life without fear. But
there's nothing safe about her intensely sexy next-door
neighbor. Jude MacNamara has no room for innocence in his
life. Only revenge. Still, he's never been able to walk away from
the forbidden, and Sloan--who is every inch of pure, mouthwatering
temptation--has forbidden written all over her. Only after it's way too
late does he discover the real danger: claiming Sloan as his puts a target
on her back. To protect her, Jude is willing risk everything . . . and to
hell with the consequences.
TURN ME LOOSE – ANNE CALHOUN
BOOK #3 $18.95
Book #1 Under The Surface, Book # 2 Going Deep.
When she was on the verge of adulthood, Riva
Henneman committed a crime and got caught redhanded. Luckily, she was busted by a HOT young
cop...who also had a big heart. A one-time SEAL
candidate, Officer Ian Hawthorn knew how it felt to
have your dreams derailed. So he gave Riva a choice: face prison time or
work for him as a confidential informant. But even a get-out-of-jail-free
card comes with a cost. Years later, Ian still remembers beautiful,
innocent Riva--and the smoldering attraction they shared but both tried
to ignore. Will they have a second chance, now that they're back in each
other's lives? Riva's work with inner-city children has led to a surprise
run-in with Ian, who has his own agenda--one that could put them both
in grave danger. Is their desire worth the risk this time?
A MERCIFUL TRUTH – KENDRA ELLIOTT
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 A Merciful Death. Raised by a family of
survivalists, FBI agent Mercy Kilpatrick can take on any
challenge--even the hostile reception to her homecoming.
But she's not the only one causing chaos in the rural
community of Eagle's Nest, Oregon. At first believed to be
teenage pranks, a series of fires takes a deadly turn with the murder of
two sheriff's deputies. Now, along with Police Chief Truman Daly,
Mercy is on the hunt for an arsonist turned killer. Still shunned by her
family and members of the community, Mercy must keep her ear close
to the ground to pick up any leads. And it's not long before she hears
rumors of the area's growing antigovernment militia movement. If the
arsonist is among their ranks, Mercy is determined to smoke the culprit
out. But when her investigation uncovers a shocking secret, will this
hunt for a madman turn into her own trial by fire?
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THE CAJUN DOCTOR – SANDRA HILL
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Snow On The Bayou. Dr. Daniel LeDeux and pilot
Aaron LeDeux travel to the bayous of Louisiana, where they
discover a long-lost family. Daniel, a burned-out pediatric
oncologist, is especially startled by the interfering LeDeux
matriarch, Tante Lulu, who wastes no time in setting him up
Samantha Starr. Scarred by a nasty divorce from a philandering New
Orleans physician, Samantha has sworn off men, especially doctors.
When Samantha's step-brother gets into trouble, she must ask Daniel
for help. But Samantha faces even more trouble when the handsome
doctor casts his smoldering Cajun eyes her way. The steamy heat of the
bayou, along with the wacky matchmaking efforts of Tante Lulu, a herd
of animal rescue rejects and some world-class sexual fantasies create
enough heat and humor to make both Daniel and Samantha realize that
love and laughter can mend even the most broken heart.

TOMORROWS PROMISE/ABOVE AND BEYOND –
SANDRA BROWN
$18.95 *REISSUE*
“Tomorrow's Promise” Keely Williams's heart broke the
day her soldier husband was declared MIA. Since then, she's
found some peace as an advocate for POWs, but she knows
she'll never love again. Until, on a crowded flight to Washington, DC,
she meets Dax. Can Keely allow herself a future while still honoring the
man from her past? “Above and Beyond” When Trevor Rule's best
friend, Richard, is killed in action, Trevor knows his first priority is to
take care of Richard's grieving widow, Kyla. All he has to give her is a
box filled with the love letters she'd written Richard, a box Trevor has
protected with his life. But with each letter he reads, he falls more in
love with his best friend's wife. With Richard's death haunting them
both, how can Trevor tell Kyla how he feels, and convince her that they
both have a right to be happy?
THE DARKEST CORNER – LILIANA HART
BOOK #1 $18.95
The Gravediggers aren't exactly what they seem. They're the
most elite of the world's fighting forces-and they are dead. To
their country, their military, and their families. Deacon Tucker
is a dead man walking. A former black ops agent, he was
disavowed and stripped of all honor before being recruited as
a Gravedigger. But his honor and good name no longer matter, because
no one knows he's alive, and he'll never get the recognition he deserves.
His mission is simple: save the world or die trying. And for God's sake,
don't ever fall in love. That's a rule punishable by death. The kind of
death a man can't be brought back from. Tess Sherman is the only
mortician in Last Stop, Texas. She has no idea how Deacon Tucker
ended up in her funeral home, but she'll eat her hat if he's only a funeral
home assistant. Deacon is dangerous, deadly, and gorgeous. And she
knows her attraction to him can only end in heartache. Deacon is on a
mission to stop the most fatal terror attack the world has ever knownwhat's known as The Day of Destiny-a terrorist's dream. But when he
discovers Tess has skills he can use to stop them, he has to decide if he
can trust her with secrets worth dying for. And, most important, he has
to decide if he can trust her with his heart.
ONE NIGHT WITH A SEAL – WEBER/ANDREWS
$18.95
“All Out” by Tawny Weber Navy SEAL Zane Bennett can't
walk away from a challenge. He's determined to win a bet
with his brother-until he collides with Vivian Harris. Their
attraction is immediate and searingly hot, but Zane can't
bring himself to bow out of the bet. Now the game is really on and Zane
is embroiled in a wicked matchup he can't resist! “All In” by Beth
Andrews Of the Bad Boy Bennett twins, Navy SEAL Xander is always
the gentleman. That is, until he's challenged to go against his brother for
a date with Quinn Oswald-the girl Xander's wanted since high school! It
takes only one kiss for Quinn and Xander's chemistry to explode. But
how much is Xander willing to gamble before he goes all in?
BEARLY DEPARTED – MEG MACY
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
As manager of the family teddy bear shop and factory, thirtyone-year-old Sasha Silverman leads a charmed life. Well,
except for the part about being a single divorcee with a ticking
biological clock in small-town Silver Hollow. And that's just
kid's stuff compared to Will Taylor, the sales rep who's set on
making drastic changes to the business her parents built from scratchwith or without Sasha's approval. But before Will digs his claws in,
someone pulls the stuffing out of his plan and leaves his dead body
inside the factory. Reeling from shock, Sasha's hit with more bad newspolice suspect her hot-tempered Uncle Ross may have murdered him.

THE ULTIMATUM—KAREN ROBARDS (DUE 13/6)
BOOK #1 $45.95 H/COVER $29.99 TRADE P/BACK
Growing up, Bianca St. Ives knew she was different from all her
friends. Instead of playing hopscotch or combing her dolls' hair,
she studied martial arts with sensei masters and dismantled
explosives with special-ops retirees. Her father prepped her well
to carry on the family business. Now a striking beauty with fierce
skills, the prodigy has surpassed the master. She's known as the
Guardian. Running a multinational firm with her father, she makes a
living swindling con men out of money they stole--and she's damn good
at it. She does things on her own terms. But her latest gig had a little
hiccup--if you count two hundred million dollars and top secret
government documents going missing as little. Her father also died on
the mission. The thing is, the US government doesn't believe he's really
dead. They'll stop at nothing to capture Richard St. Ives, a high-value
target and someone who has been on most-wanted lists all over the
world for over two decades, and they mean to use Bianca as bait. With
only a fellow criminal for backup and her life on the line, it's up to
Bianca to uncover the terrifying truth behind what really happened...and
set it right, before it's too late.
TITLE WAVE – LORNA BARRETT
BOOK #10 $18.95 *REPACK*
Start with Murder Is Binding. While her bookstore, Haven't
Got a Clue, is rebuilt following a fire, Tricia Miles and her
sister, Angelica, decide to book a cruise for some much
needed R & R. Naturally they choose a mystery lovers
cruise, where they can ponder whodunit in deck chairs
while sipping drinks and soaking up some rays. But the fun is cut short
when a fellow passenger is murdered for real. Is the killer a famous
mystery author, one of her fans, or a member of the ship's crew?
JUST ONE TOUCH – MAYA BANKS
BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Keep Me Safe. Raised in a strict religious cult since
she was a young girl, Jenna has no connection to the outside
world beyond vague flashes of memory that seem to be from
another life. Memories she clings to when the cult leaders
discover her extraordinary ability to heal--and punish her. Years held
captive and forced to do the cult's bidding have turned Jenna into a
meek, timid woman...or so they think. In truth, she is merely biding her
time, waiting for the perfect moment to escape. When a terrified young
woman tries to steal the SUV of Devereaux Security's toughest recruit,
Isaac's anger quickly turns into a strange sort of protectiveness for the
beautiful, bruised stranger. But when they are caught in a firestorm of
bullets and Isaac is hit, he's sure the end is near, until Jenna touches him
and closes his wounds. As he tries to bring Jenna to safety, she refuses
to tell him what danger haunts her or how she healed him, but Isaac
vows to do whatever it takes to gain her trust...and her heart. Because
with just one touch, Isaac knows he wants Jenna to be his--forever.
THE WATCHER – BELLA JEWEL
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 72 Hours. Seven years ago, Marlie Jacobson was
kidnapped by a serial killer-and lived to tell about it. But it
was actually her mother who told the story, in a bestselling
book that made Marlie famous. Today, she's known as the
girl who slayed a killer. The one who got away. Now,
there's just one thing Marlie wants to get away from: her past. But when
her little sister disappears, her worst fears come rushing back. Kenai
Michelson is a world-renowned investigator. He's the kind of man
Marlie would normally avoid at all costs. But Kenai is her only hope in
finding her missing sister. Together, Kenai and Marlie follow a trail of
clues that leads them toward the truth-and into each other's arms. But
will their desire turn deadly as they close in on a ruthless enemy who's
watching their every move?
OUTLAWS HONOR – BJ DANIELS
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Renegades Pride. It's hard to forget a beautiful
woman who picks your pocket the first time you meet. Darby
Cahill recognizes Mariah Ayres the moment she walks into his
bar looking for a job. He shouldn't hire her or crave more
after one impulsive kiss. But what starts as curiosity about her motives
turns to concern when he senses how much danger she's in. Mariah has
been running ever since she left her fiance at the altar. Now she's playing
the part of the perfect employee, terrified that her past will catch up
with her. But Darby has already seen through her act. He's the kind of
guy who saves people. And even if Mariah's given him no reason to trust
her, he's determined to protect her-and he'll risk his life to do it.
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WRECKED – CYNTHIA EDEN
BOOK #6 $18.95
Start with Broken. Agent Ana Young was only fourteen
when she was abducted by a madman, but unlike many
kidnapping victims, she did go home. Now, her mission is
to find the missing. But her new case has her on the hunt
for the escaped convict who's obsessed with her. And Ana
has an unlikely partner-the sexy, by-the-book FBI agent she had a one
night stand with. FBI Special Agent Cash Knox knows that Ana, the
petite, tough-ass former bounty hunter, can get the job done again. But
this time, someone else leads them to "Bernie the Butcher," someone
who's been watching Ana. Waiting for her. Now, catching a deranged
murderer means Ana must trust her guarded heart to the gorgeous,
complicated G-man she wasn't supposed to fall for.

MATCHUP – JACKSON/HARRIS/JANCE/ET AL
BOOK #2 $29.99 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Face Off. Lee Child's Jack Reacher will team up
with Kathy Reichs' Temperance Brennan to unmask a
cunning killer. Val McDermid's Tony Hill and Carol Jordan
work with Peter James's Roy Grace on a very unusual murder
case.These are just some of the never-before-seen pairings in Match Up
- a brand new collaboration between the world's famous crime writers.
Includes Lee Coburn and Joe Pickett in “Honor & …” by Sandra
Brown and C.J. Box, Tony Hill and Roy Grace in “Footloose” by Val
McDermid and Peter James, Temperance Brennan and Jack Reacher in
“Faking a Murderer” by Kathy Reichs and Lee Child, Jamie Fraser and
Cotton Malone in “Past Prologue” by Diana Gabaldon and Steve Berry,
Liz Sansborough and Rambo in “Rambo on Their Minds” by Gayle
Lynds and David Morrell, Jeffrey Tolliver and Joe Pritchard in “Short
Story” by Karin Slaughter and Michael Koryta, Harper Connelly and Ty
Hauck in “Dig Here” by Charlaine Harris and Andrew Gross, Regan
Pescoli and Lucas Davenport in “Deserves to be Dead” by Lisa Jackson
and John Sandford, Lucan Thorne and Lilliane in “Midnight Flame” by
Lara Adrian and Christopher Rice, Bennie Rosato and John Corey in
“Getaway” by Lisa Scottoline and Nelson DeMille Ali Reynolds and
Bravo Shaw in “Taking the Veil” by J.A. Jance and Eric Van Lustbader
SAY YOU’RE SORRY – MELINDA LEIGH
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
After the devastating loss of her husband in Iraq, Morgan
Dane returns to Scarlet Falls, seeking the comfort of her
hometown. Now, surrounded by family, she's finally found
peace and a promising career opportunity-until her babysitter
is killed and her neighbor asks her to defend his son, Nick,
who stands accused of the murder. Tessa was the ultimate
girl next door, and the community is outraged by her death. But Morgan
has known Nick for years and can't believe he's guilty, despite the
damning evidence stacked against him. She asks her friend Lance
Kruger, an ex-cop turned private eye, for help. Taking on the town, the
police, and a zealous DA, Morgan and Lance plunge into the
investigation, determined to find the real killer. But as they uncover
secrets that rock the community, they become targets for the madman
hiding in plain sight.
YOU WILL PAY – LISA JACKSON
$29.99 TRADE P/BACK
It starts as a prank after a long summer at Camp Horseshoe.
Among the teen counselors, tensions and hormones are
running high. No wonder the others agree when Jo-Beth
Chancellor suggests they scare Monica O'Neal. Monica has it
coming, and no one will really get hurt. What could go wrong?
Twenty years later, Lucas Dalton, a senior detective with the
sheriff's department, is investigating the discovery of human remains in
a cavern at what used to be Camp Horseshoe. Lucas knows the spot
well. His father ran the camp, and Lucas worked there the summer two
girls went missing. One is believed to have been killed by a convict on
the loose. Monica O'Neal is thought to have drowned and been washed
out to sea. Lucas knows he should step down from the case. He's
already jeopardized his career by removing evidence of his involvement.
But maybe it's time to uncover the whole truth. That's why five former
female counselors are coming back to town - among them, Bernadette
Warden, the woman Lucas has never forgotten. Each one knows
something about that night. Each promised not to tell. And as they
reunite, a new horror unfolds. First come notes containing a personal
memento and a terrifying message: You will pay. Then, the murders
begin. It started years ago. But it will end here as a web of lust, greed,
and betrayal is untangled to reveal a killer waiting to enact revenge.

COME SUNDOWN – NORA ROBERTS
$45.95 H/COVER $29.99 TRADE P/BACK
The Bodine ranch and resort in western Montana is a family
business, an idyllic spot for vacationers. A little over thirty
thousand acres and home to four generations, it's kept running by
Bodine Longbow with the help of a large staff, including new
hire Callen Skinner. There was another member of the family once:
Bodine's aunt, Alice, who ran off before Bodine was born. She never
returned, and the Longbows don't talk about her much. The younger
ones, who never met her, quietly presume she's dead. But she isn't. She
is not far away, part of a new family, one she never chose-and her mind
has been shattered. When a bartender leaves the resort late one night,
and Bo and Cal discover her battered body in the snow, it's the first sign
that danger lurks in the mountains that surround them. The police
suspect Cal, but Bo finds herself trusting him-and turning to him as
another woman is murdered and the Longbows are stunned by Alice's
sudden reappearance. The twisted story she has to tell about the pastand the threat that follows in her wake-will test the bonds of this strong
family, and thrust Bodine into a darkness she could never have imagined
FRENCH FRIED – KYLIE LOGAN
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Irish Stewed. The Statue of Liberty is 130 years
old, and for the struggling residents of Hubbard, Ohio,
any opportunity to bring in tourists is reason enough for
a celebration. Laurel Inwood and her aunt, Sophie, are
pitching in. Sophie's Terminal at the Tracks, a former
greasy spoon turned charming ethnic eatery, will be offering French
cuisine for the entire week. For expert help with their quiche and
escargot, the ladies turn to Raquel "Rocky" Arnaud, a former French
chef and friend of Sophie. What looks like a match made in heaven
turns rank as quickly as buttermilk on a summer's day. Rocky turns up
dead and when her nightly red wine shows notes of oak, cinnamon, and
poison, Laurel turns from souffle to sleuth.
GONE WITHOUT A TRACE – MARY TORJUSSEN
$19.99
If the love of your life disappeared without a trace, how far would
you go to find out why? Hannah Monroe's boyfriend, Matt, is
gone. His belongings have disappeared from their house. Every
call she ever made to him, every text she ever sent, every photo of
him and any sign of him on social media have vanished. It's as though
their last four years together never happened. As Hannah struggles to
get through the next few days, with humiliation and recriminations
whirring through her head, she knows that she'll do whatever it takes to
find him again and get answers. But as soon as her search starts, she
realizes she is being led into a maze of madness and obsession. Step by
suspenseful step, Hannah discovers her only way out is to come face to
face with the shocking truth.
THE MARSH KINGS DAUGHTER – KAREN DIONNE
$29.99 TRADE P/BACK
'I was born two years into my mother's captivity. She was
three weeks shy of seventeen. If I had known then what I do
now, things would have been a lot different. I wouldn't have
adored my father.' When notorious child abductor - known as
The Marsh King - escapes from a maximum security prison,
Helena immediately suspects that she and her two young
daughters are in danger. No one, not even her husband,
knows the truth about Helena's past: they don't know that she was born
into captivity, that she had no contact with the outside world before the
age of twelve - or that her father raised her to be a killer. And they don't
know that The Marsh King can survive and hunt in the wilderness
better than anyone except, perhaps his own daughter.
THE BLACK CAT SEES HIS SHADOW – KAY FINCH
BOOK #3 $18.95
Book #1 Black Cat Crossing, Book #2 Black Cat Knocks
On Wood. The town of Lavender, Texas is buzzing with
tourists, and local businesses are pulling out all the stops for
the annual Pumpkin Days Festival. On the eve of opening
day, Sabrina comes face-to-face with her doppelganger, Tia
Hartwell, a caricature artist at the festival. The similarities
between the two women are striking, including their
matching black cats. Sabrina learns that her new twin Tia has an enemy:
bad-tempered jewelry vendor Calvin Fisher. When Fisher is found
slumped over dead in his pickup, Tia tops the suspect list. With the help
of her feline sidekick, Sabrina must clear her new look-alike friend
before she finds herself in a deadly case of double jeopardy.
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A DEEPER GRAVE – DEBRA WEBB
BOOK #2 $22.95
Book #1 No Darker Place. Serial-killer hunter Nick Shade
built his legendary career chasing monsters--sadistic
criminals with a gruesome thirst for death. When he rescued
Montgomery detective Bobbie Gentry from horrific
captivity and helped her reclaim her life, he didn't intend to
be a hero. Or a target. But now a copycat murderer haunts him, and
reuniting with Bobbie is his best chance at neutralizing the threat.
Bobbie can't forget the nightmares of her trauma--or the man who
saved her. Working with Nick to out maneuver the person behind a
deadly vendetta feeds her hope that there's more to her world than
ghosts and destruction. Maybe joining Nick's search for a killer is about
gratitude. Maybe it's nothing more than cold revenge. But the only way
they can protect themselves is to trust each other.

ALL THE SECRETS WE KEEP – MEGAN HART
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 All The Lies We Tell. Stuck in his hometown, Ilya
Stern is used to feeling like a disappointment. After his high
school girlfriend Jennilynn, drowned, he married her sister,
Alicia, only to divorce a decade later. The business they
started together is threatened by a development. Now that
Babulya, Ilya's Russian grandmother has died, there's no one left who
believes in him. Theresa Malone was Ilya's stepsister for a year, until his
mother threw her father out, forcing Theresa to follow. Now she's
returned for Babulya's funeral-and to facilitate the quarry-development
deal. As she tries to convince Ilya to sell, she realizes her feelings for
him have ignited-from sisterly into something more. Working together,
Ilya and Theresa struggle to define their attraction. When the details of
Jennilynn's death surface, will Ilya and Theresa's deep connection keep
their hope for the future afloat-or submerge them in their tragic past?
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CHRISTINE CARBO HAS WRITTEN A GRIPPING SERIES
THE WILD INSIDE
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
It was a clear night in Glacier National Park. Fourteen-year-old Ted
Systead and his father were camping beneath the rugged peaks and
starlit skies when something unimaginable happened: a grizzly bear
attacked Ted's father and dragged him to his death. Now, twenty
years later, as Special Agent for the Department of the Interior, Ted
gets called back to investigate a crime that mirrors the horror of that night.
Except this time, the victim was tied to a tree before the mauling. Ted teams up
with one of the park officers-a man named Monty, whose pleasant exterior
masks an all-too-vivid knowledge of the hazardous terrain surrounding them.
Residents of the area turn out to be suspicious of outsiders and less than
forthcoming. Their intimate connection to the wild forces them to confront
nature, and their fellow man, with equal measures of reverence and ruthlessness.
As the case progresses with no clear answers, more than human life is at stake-including that of the majestic creature responsible for the attack. Ted's search for
the truth ends up leading him deeper into the wilderness than he ever imagined,
on the trail of a killer, until he reaches a shocking and unexpected conclusion.
MORTAL FALL
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Glacier National Park police officer Monty Harris knows that each
summer at least one person--be it a reckless, arrogant climber or a
distracted hiker--will meet tragedy in the park. But Paul "Wolfie"
Sedgewick's fatal fall from the sheer cliffs near Going-To-the-Sun
Road is incomprehensible. Wolfie was an experienced and highly
regarded wildlife biologist who knew all too well the perils that
Glacier's treacherous terrain presents--and how to avoid them. The case, so
close to home, has frayed park employee emotions. Yet calm and methodical
lead investigator Monty senses in his gut that something isn't right. So when
whispers of irresponsibility or suicide emerge, tarnishing Wolfie's reputation,
Monty dedicates himself to uncovering the truth, for the sake of the man's
family and to satisfy his own persistent sense of unease. Monty discovers that
Wolfie's zealous studies of Glacier's mysterious, embattled wolverine population,
so vital to park ecology, had met resistance, both local and federal. To muddy
the waters further, a wilderness facility for rehabilitating troubled teens--one that
Monty's older brother attended--may have a disturbing connection to the case.
As Monty delves further into an investigation that goes deeper than he ever
imagined, he wrestles with the demons of his past, which lead back to harsh
betrayals he thought he'd buried long ago. And then a second body is found.
THE WEIGHT OF NIGHT
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
In a land sculpted by glaciers, the forest is on fire. Thick smoke
chokes the mountain air and casts a twilight glow over the imposing
mountains and vistas of Montana's Glacier National Park. When
firefighters are called in to dig fuel line breaks near the small town
bordering the park, a crewmember is shocked to unearth a shallow
grave containing human remains. Park Police Officer Monty Harris
is summoned to the site to conduct an excavation. But with a 2,500-degree
incendiary monster threatening to barrel through the town and no forensic
detective on hand, Monty must work outside protocol. So he seeks help from
Gretchen Larson, the county's lead crime scene investigator, and someone on
whom Monty feels he can rely. The two are working against the clock to
determine the true identity of the victim when a teenager suddenly disappears
from one of the campgrounds in Glacier. Could the cases somehow be
connected? As chances for recovery of the missing boy grow slimmer and the
FBI finds only dead ends, Gretchen and Monty desperately race to fit all the
pieces together in time.

BEYOND REASON – KAT MARTIN
BOOK #1 $18.95
Five weeks ago Carly Drake stood at her grandfather's grave.
Now she's burying Drake Trucking's top driver, and the cops
have no leads on the hijacking or murder. Faced with bankruptcy,
threats and the fear of failure, Carly has to team up with the last
man she wants to owe-Lincoln Cain. Cain is powerful, controlling
-and hiding more than one secret. He promised Carly's granddad he'd
protect her. The old man took a chance on him when he was nothing
but a kid with a record, and now he's the multi-millionaire owner of a
rival firm. But Linc's money can't protect Carly from the men who'll do
anything to shut her down, or the secrets behind Drake Trucking.

A KILLING IN THE HILLS – JULIA KELLER
BOOK #1 $22.95 *REPACK*
What's happening in Acker's Gap, West Virginia? Three elderly
men are gunned down at a local diner, and half the town is there
to witness the act. Still no one seems to have gotten a good look
at the shooter. Was it random? Was it connected to the spate of
drug violence plaguing areas of the country just like Acker's Gap?
Or were Dean Streeter, Shorty McClurg, and Lee Rader targeted
somehow? One of the witnesses to the incident was Carla Elkins,
daughter of Bell Elkins, the prosecuting attorney for the County. Carla
was horrified by what she saw, but after a few days, she begins to
recover enough to believe that she might be uniquely placed to help her
mother do her job. After all, what better way to repair their fragile
relationship? But could Carla also be putting her own life in danger?
Coming next month…
HUNTED – CYNTHIA EDEN BK #2
DON’T TEMPT ME – LORI FOSTER BK #1
RACE AGAINST TIME – SHARON SALA
BRANDED AS TROUBLE – DELORES FOSSEN BK #3
GONE TO DUST – LILIANA HART BK #2
HIGH STAKES – FERN MICHAELS BK #3
THE LEGEND – DONNA GRANT BK #3
A GRAVE PREDICTION – VICTORIA LAURIE
BOOK #14 $18.95 *REPACK*
Start with Abby Cooper. When Abby is sent to LA to help
train FBI officers she encounters a case that only she can
solve: a series of bank robberies in which the thieves made
off with loads of cash but left no clues. Abby's sixth sense
leads her team to a tract of land recently cleared for
development, where she gets a vision of four buried bodies. However, a
site search turns up only ancient bones and pottery from an American
Indian tribe, which is enough to delay construction for years. With a
furious developer and dubious FBI agents on her back, Abby is losing
credibility fast. But Abby's talent rarely leads her astray, and if the
bodies aren't there yet, that means four deaths can still be stopped.
WOLF HUNT – PAIGE TYLER
BOOK #6 $18.95
Start With Hungry Like The Wolf. Remy Boudreaux is back
in his hometown, New Orleans. He's there with his fellow
Dallas SWAT officers for training with the NOLA PD. On
the eve of a tropical storm, Remy and his buddies prowl the
French Quarter. One scent captures Remy's senses, forcing
him to follow until he is face to face with Triana Bellamy-his high
school crush. After reconnecting, Remy and Triana are close. Remy
struggles to keep things casual. Ever since his partner-and first love-was
killed on the job, he's kept women at a distance. But when a wolf
pendant ropes them both into danger, Remy's protective instincts kick
in. He may have to reveal his true self and hope Triana accepts him.
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NIGHT WATCH – JOHANSEN/JOHANSEN
BOOK #4 $22.95 *REPACK*
Start with Close Your Eyes. Born blind, Kendra Michaels
spent the first twenty years of her life in darkness. Then,
thanks to a revolutionary medical procedure developed by the
Night Watch Project, she was given the gift of sight. Her
highly developed senses-honed during her years in the darkcombined with her newfound vision have made Kendra a formidable
investigator, sought after by law-enforcement agencies all over the
country. But in her newest case she uncovers the stunning truth about
the shadowy organization that has given her so much. Kendra is
surprised when she is visited by Dr. Charles Waldridge, whose ground
breaking experiment gave her her vision. But the brilliant surgeon is
troubled by something he can't discuss and when he disappears the very
night he visits her, Kendra jumps on the case. With the help of
government agent-for-hire Adam Lynch, Kendra follows a twisted trail
that leads to a gruesome discovery: the corpse of one of Dr.
Waldridge's associates. But it's only the first casualty in a white-knuckle
confrontation with an enemy who will push Kendra to the limits of her
abilities. Soon she must fight for her own survival as she tries to stop
the killing-and unearth the shocking deadly secret of Night Watch.

DYING BREATH – HEATHER GRAHAM
BOOK #21 $22.95
Start with Phantom Evil. As a teenager, Vickie Preston
survived an attack by a serial killer. That was the first time she
saw a ghost. Now someone is kidnapping women and
burying them alive, but cruelly leaving a glimmer of hope for
the authorities by sending a clue about their location. Vickie is pulled
into the investigation when her name is mentioned in one of the notes.
And as a historian, she has the knowledge to help uncover the graves
the killer known as the Undertaker is choosing. But she also has
another, unique lead: the spirit of one of the victims is appearing to her
in dreams. Special Agent Griffin Price is on the case for the Krewe of
Hunters, the FBI's special unit for paranormal investigators. He feels
particularly protective of Vickie, since their shared past is connected to
the threat that currently surrounds them. With the killer accelerating his
plans, time is running out for more victims hidden around the city.
Vickie is becoming closer with Griffin, but she's getting too close to the
danger, and every breath could be her last.
BURN FOR ME – CYNTHIA EDEN
BOOK #1 $18.95 *REPACK*
Eve Bradley was undercover looking for a story, not a cause. But
something about the man they called Subject Thirteen got her
involved. The scientists said he was a devil, and they had a decent
case: Terrifying power. A bad attitude. And looks that could lead
anyone to sin. Cain O'Connor knows the minute he catches her
candy scent that Eve could drive him wild. But she's a threat-in a way
no one has been for him in years. She's safer away from him. But with a
powerful conspiracy determined to shut Eve up for good, there's no
time to argue. All they can do is trust their instincts-and their hearts.
FIERCE OBSESSIONS – SUZANNE WRIGHT
BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Feral Sins. When raven shifter Riley Porter was
given sanctuary by the Phoenix Pack, she let them believe
she had left her flock. Reluctant to divulge the secrets of her
past, she was still embraced as family. Only Tao Lukas, the
protective Head Enforcer of the pack, was resistant to the
enigmatic shifter. Until Riley started to arouse in him something other
than suspicion. Tao doesn't trust lone shifters, especially ones so
guarded--and tempting. But the sexual tension between them is making
them both come undone, and vulnerable to more than desire. All Tao
wants is for Riley to stay with him and to trust him with the truth of her
past. As Riley's mysteries come to light, so does a danger that threatens
not only her life but the safety of the entire pack. For Tao, keeping Riley
safe means keeping her close-forever-as his mate.
BLAZE—DONNA GRANT
BOOK #14 $18.95
Start with Dark Heat. Anson is a fierce Dragon King, a dragon
shapeshifter born and bred to protect his own. But when a rogue
tech company hacks into their world, he must join forces with
the unlikeliest of allies: a human female. Her name is Devon
Abrams. A rising star at the firm, she has no idea that her boss is
in league with the sinister Fae and their secret war against humanity. If
Anson gains her trust, he can defeat the enemy from within. Devon
loves her job at the firm. But sometimes she wishes she could find a
man-a real man-who isn't threatened by her success. When she first
meets Anson, she's overwhelmed by his powerful presence and
disarming smile. But when he reveals his true mission-and his ability to
transform into a dragon-she's irresistibly drawn into an epic battle
between humans and immortals, magic and technology, danger and
desire. Anson vows to protect her from the Fae. But can he control the
flames of passion that blaze within his heart.

WHITE HOT—ILONA ANDREWS
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Burn For Me. Nevada Baylor has a unique and secret
skill- she knows when people are lying-and she's used that magic
(along with plain, hard work) to keep her colorful and close-knit
family's detective agency afloat. But her new case pits her against
the shadowy forces that almost destroyed the city of Houston
once before, bringing Nevada back into contact with Connor "Mad"
Rogan. Rogan is a billionaire Prime-the highest rank of magic user-and
as unreadable as ever, despite Nevada's "talent." But there's no hiding
the sparks between them. Now that the stakes are even higher, both
professionally and personally, and their foes are unimaginably powerful,
Rogan and Nevada will find that nothing burns like ice.
BLOOD KISSED – KERI ARTHUR
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
In a world where magic and science sit side by side, and
powerful witches are considered necessary aides for all
governments, Lizzie Grace is something of an outlier.
Though born into one the most powerful blue blood
witch families, she wants nothing to do with either her
past or her magic. But when she and Belle, her human familiar and best
friend, open a small cafe in the Faelan werewolf reservation, she quickly
finds herself enmeshed in the hunt for a vampire intent on wreaking
bloody havoc. It's a hunt that soon becomes personal, and one that is
going to take all her skills to survive-that's if the werewolves, who hate
all things witch, don't get her first.
THE DARKEST PROMISE—GENA SHOWALTER
BOOK #14 $45.95 H/C $19.99 TRADE P/BACK
(DUE 13/6)
Start with The Darkest Night. Possessed by the demon of
Misery, Cameo isn't allowed to experience joy. If she dares, her
memory is wiped clean. With no other recourse, she sneaks into a
land more fantastical than any fairy tale, determined to find the one man
with the key to her redemption. Lazarus the Cruel and Unusual rules his
kingdom with a single unwavering focus: to build his army and
annihilate his enemies. Nothing distracts him--until Cameo. He is
relentless in his quest to make her smile...and seduce her into his bed.
As dark forces conspire against them, threatening to destroy the fragile
bond they've forged, the once-calm Lazarus grows crazed. Every heartstopping kiss and wicked touch causes Cameo to teeter on the brink of
happiness. But if she falls, she risks forgetting him forever.
BLOOD VOW – JR WARD
BOOK #2 $18.95 *REPACK*
Book #1 Blood Kiss. The Black Dagger Brotherhood
continues to train the best of the best to join them in the
deadly battle against the Lessening Society. Among the new
recruits, Axe proves to be a cunning and vicious fighter-and also a loner isolated because of personal tragedy. When
an aristocratic female needs a bodyguard, Axe takes the job, though he's
unprepared for the animal attraction that flares between him and the
one he is sworn to protect. For Elise, who lost her first cousin to a grisly
murder, Axe's dangerous appeal is enticing--and possibly a distraction
from her grief. But as they delve deeper into her cousin's death, and
their physical connection grows into so much more, Axe fears that the
secrets he keeps and his tortured conscience will tear them apart. Rhage,
the Brother with the biggest heart, knows all about self-punishing, and
he wants to help Axe reach his full potential. But when an unexpected
arrival threatens Rhage and Mary's new family, he finds himself back in
the trenches again, fighting against a destiny that will destroy all he
holds most dear. As Axe's past becomes known, and fate seems to be
turning against Rhage, both males must reach deep--and pray that love,
rather than anger, will be their lantern in the darkness.
THE END OF MAGIC – AMBER BENSON
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Witches of Echo Park, Book #2 The Last
Dream Keeper. Lyse MacAllister used to be like everyone
else--blissfully ignorant of magic, of the dire battles being
fought in shadows and secrecy. But that was before her great
-aunt Eleanora died, leaving her in control of the Echo Park coven;
before she found herself in the middle of the witches' clash with the anti
-magic zealots known as The Flood; before her blood sisters lost their
faith in her. As The Flood begins turning humans across the globe
against the witches, Lyse must find a way to regain the trust of her
former magical family and once again unify them. Because the final
battle between good and evil is looming--and if the witches don't stand
together, all of humankind could be lost.
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SILVER SILENCE—NALINI SINGH
BOOK #1 $45.95 H/C $29.99 TRADE P/BACK (Due 13/6)
Control. Precision. Family. These are the principles that drive
Silver Mercant. At a time when the fledgling Trinity Accord seeks
to unite a divided world, with Silver playing a crucial role as
director of a worldwide emergency response network, wildness
and chaos are the last things she needs in her life. But that's
exactly what Valentin Nikolaev, alpha of the StoneWater bears,
brings with him. Valentin has never met a more fascinating woman.
Though Silver is ruled by Silence-her mind clear of all emotion-Valentin
senses a whisper of fire around her. That's what keeps him climbing
apartment buildings to be near her. But when a shadow assassin almost
succeeds in poisoning Silver, the stakes become deadly serious...and
Silver finds herself in the heart of a powerful bear clan. Her would-be
assassin has no idea what their poison has unleashed.

SHADOW REAPER – CHRISTINE FEEHAN
BOOK #2 $18.95
Book #1 Shadow Rider. Billionaire playboy Ricco Ferraro
knows no other life. Being a shadow rider is in his blood--but so
is a haunting desperation stemming from the secrets of his dark
past. His recklessness puts not only his life at risk, but also the
future of his entire family. To save them all, he must find a
woman who can meet his every desire with a heat all her own.
Just when Ricco has given up hope, he meets her--a mysterious
woman whose shadow connects with his. She's someone looking for a
safe haven from the danger that has stalked her over the last several
months. In Ricco's embrace, she finds one. But the darkness in which
they so often find sanctuary can also consume them.

RIVER OF TEETH – SARAH GAILEY
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
In the early 20th Century, the United States government
concocted a plan to import hippopotamuses into the
marshlands of Louisiana to be bred and slaughtered as an
alternative meat source. This is true. Other true things about
hippos: they are savage, they are fast, and their jaws can
snap a man in two. This was a terrible plan. Contained within this
volume is an 1890s America that might have been: a bayou overrun by
feral hippos and mercenary hippo wranglers from around the globe. It is
the story of Winslow Houndstooth and his crew. It is the story of their
fortunes. It is the story of his revenge.
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CORMORANT RUN—LILITH SAINTCROW
BOOK 1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK (DUE 13/6)
It could have been aliens, it could have been a transdimensional rift, nobody knows for sure. What's known is
that there was an Event, the Rifts opened up, and everyone
caught inside died. Since the Event certain people have
gone into the drift... and come back, bearing priceless technology that's
almost magical in its advancement. When Ashe -- the best Rifter of her
generation -- dies, the authorities offer her student, Svinga, a choice: go
in and bring out the thing that killed her, or rot in jail. But Svin, of
course, has other plans... How far would you go and what would you
risk to win the ultimate prize?

FEEDBACK – MIRA GRANT
BOOK #4 $22.95 *REPACK*
Start with Feed. There are two sides to every story...We had cured
cancer. We had beaten the common cold. But in doing so we
unleashed something horrifying and unstoppable. The
infection spread leaving those afflicted with a single
uncontrollable impulse: FEED. Now, twenty years after the
Rising, a team of scrappy underdog reporters relentlessly pursue the
facts while competing against the brother-and-sister blog superstars, the
Masons. Surrounded by the infected, and facing more insidious forces
working in the shadows, they must hit the presidential campaign trail
and uncover dangerous truths. Or die trying.

.

MARIE BRENNAN HAS A NEW FANTASTIC SERIES.
COLD FORGED FLAME
BOOK #1 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK
She comes into existence atop a flat, rough slab of stone. She has
no memory. She is not alone, and is bound to a task they set. She
sets off on an unexplained quest which she feels she needs to
complete. Along the way, the obstacles will continue to grow, and
the final choice will be the biggest sacrifice.
LIGHTNING IN THE BLOOD
BOOK #2 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK
Once, there was a call--a binding--and so, a woman appeared,
present in body but absent in knowledge of her past self. Making
the ultimate journey of rediscovery was not without its own
pitfalls--or rewards--and now Ree, a roaming archon, spirit of
legend and time and physically now bound to her current form,
has yet to fully uncover her true identity. Ree has spent her last
innumerable seasons on the move--orbiting, in some sense, the lands of her
only friend in this world, Aadet, who has become intricately involved in the
new post-revolution politics of his people. Swinging back from the forests
surrounding Solaike, Ree falls in with another wandering band, some refugees
accompanied by their own archon, who seems to know much more about
Ree's own origins than she ever dared to hope.

SPECTACLE – RACHEL VINCENT
BOOK #2 $16.95
Coming next month…
Book #1 Menagerie. Delilah Marlow will discover that
POWER GAME—CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #13 *REPACK*
there is no crueler cage than the confines of the human
SOVEREIGN SILK – ELIZABETH GILLIGAN BK #3
mind...When their coup of Metzger's Menagerie is
INDIGO – HARRIS/ARMSTRONG/ H/C
discovered, Delilah and her fellow cryptids find their
SWEETEST
BURN – JEANIENE FROST BK #2
newly won freedom brutally stripped away as they are sold into The
TALL DARK DEADLY ALPHA – DONNA GRANT BK #1 T/P
Savage Spectacle, a private collection of "exotic wildlife." Specializing in
GRAVE RANSOM – KAYLANA PRICE BK #5
ruthless cryptid cage matches, safari-style creature hunts and living party
E
LEVENTH GRAVE IN THE MOONLIGHT – DARYNDA JONES BK #11 *REPACK*
favors, the Spectacle's owner, Willem Vandekamp, caters to the
VEILED THREAT – SHANNON MAYER BK #7
forbidden fetishes of the wealthy and powerful. At the Spectacle, any
wish can be granted--for the right price. But Vandekamp's closely
guarded client list isn't the only secret being kept at the Spectacle.
SEDUCING STAG – LAURANN DOHNER
Beneath the beauty and brutality of life in the collection lie much darker
BOOK #10 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
truths, and no one is more determined than Delilah to strip the masks
Start with Burning Up Flint. Stag and the crew of the Varnish are
from the human monsters and drag all dark things into the light.
on a mission, responding to a distress signal of a freighter that
has been attacked by the Markus Models. Instead of finding the
THE DEMON PRINCE – ANN AGUIRRE
enemy, they discover one sole survivor. Nala's a human, and
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
having suffered at their hands during his time on Earth, there's
Book #1 The Leopard King. Alastor Vega is the sole challenger
no species Stag despises more. But when the petite woman confuses
in a brutal battle for succession. Against all odds, he must stop
him for an android and tries to order him around, Stag decides she'll live
his power-mad brother, Tycho, before he destroys the Numina.
-and pay for her slights. Nala Vestria has lost her freighter, her crew and
Though he never wanted to rule, he must claim the throne and
her father, only to become personal maid to a cyborg. Stag is surly,
liberate his people, or the consequences will be calamitous. Yet
short-tempered, and completely untrusting of humans...not to mention
only the surprising support of a beautiful Animari doctor gives him the
intense, commanding, and maybe the hottest being Nala has ever seen.
fortitude to fight. Dr. Sheyla Halek has always been more interested in
When she finds him temporarily at her mercy, Nala isn't sure if she
research than personal contact, but family ties—and the needs of her
wants to kill him or kiss him. Then again, life is short. She opts for the
pride—keep her in Ash Valley, deferring her dreams. Brusque and
latter. Nala swiftly becomes a distraction Stag can't afford, especially
abrasive at the best of times, she never expected to bond with anyone,
after he's had a carnal taste of what the woman has to offer. He'll take
let alone Golgoth royalty. Strangely, Alastor seems to need her as no
her back to Garden, his home planet, and be rid of her-as well as the
one has before, and not only for her medical skills. Their attraction is
emotions she evokes. But as their journey home becomes harrowing,
forbidden, likely doomed beyond the wildness of wartime, but these
Nala may prove to be more of an asset than a liability. To both the
fires burn too hot and sweet to be contained.
ship...and the lonely cyborg who commands her.
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THIS IS ROSEMARYS BOOK OF 2017
THE SPACE BETWEEN THE STARS – ANNE CORLETT
$45.95 H/COVER $29.99 TRADE P/BACK
One woman must confront the emptiness in the universeand in her own heart-when a devastating virus reduces most
of humanity to dust and memories. All Jamie Allenby ever
wanted was space. Even though she wasn't forced to
emigrate from Earth, she willingly left the overpopulated,
claustrophobic planet. And when a long relationship
devolved into silence and suffocating sadness, she found
work on a frontier world on the edges of civilization. Then the virus hit.
Now Jamie finds herself dreadfully alone, with all that's left of the dead.
Until a garbled message from Earth gives her hope that someone from
her past might still be alive. Soon Jamie finds other survivors, and their
ragtag group will travel through the vast reaches of space, drawn to the
promise of a new beginning on Earth. But their dream will pit them
against those desperately clinging to the old ways. And Jamie's own
journey home will help her close the distance between who she has
become and who she is meant to be.

HEAT – OPAL CAREW
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
When Rikki's first love dies in the line of duty she vows to
keep her heart guarded and never give it away again. After
moving to a new town for a fresh start, she is given the
opportunity to show off her photography skills and shoot a
sexy fireman calendar. Although taking the job might bring
up painful memories, she knows this is her best chance at fulfilling her
dreams of becoming a professional photographer. While out with her
new roommates, Rikki meets Simon and Carter and feels an instant
spark of attraction to both equally gorgeous and tempting men. This is
the same intense feeling she had the first time she fell in love. But how
can she feel that way about two men? When she arrives at the firehouse
to shoot the calendar, she is surprised to find that Simon and Carter are
firefighters so she immediately pulls back on their growing flirtation.
But Simon and Carter are men who know what they want, and they
want Riki. As the chemistry between them ignites Rikki finds it hard to
resist falling prey to her steamiest fantasies. Now she has to choose
between keeping her heart safe or taking a chance on love and possibly
losing everything.
THE FARTHEST EDGE – KRISTEN ASHLEY
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Deep End. Step into the Honey Club,
where every sensual boundary will be tested in search of
the ultimate pleasure. Branch doesn't exist. Living off the
grid, he's looking for a way to forget his past and the guilt
that plagues him. But no woman has ever been able to
bring him to the edge he craves. After a traumatic
experience of her own, Evangeline stepped away from the decadent
world of the Honey Club. But when she gets Branch's offer--to play
without boundaries or commitments--it's too tempting for her to refuse.
As their passion ignites, Evangeline and Branch push each other to their
farthest limit, fulfilling their darkest desires while falling harder and
deeper than they ever imagined.
DANGEROUSLY BAD – EDEN BRADLEY
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK *SERIES FINAL*
Book #1 Dangerously Bound, Book #2 Dangerously
Broken. Duff Stewart has two specialties: restoring vintage
motorcycles and doing bad things to beautiful girls at New
Orleans's most notorious BDSM club. There's no girl he'd
rather get under his hands than the luscious Layla Chouset-but the Creole beauty sees herself as a Top. Layla has sworn
off relationships with Dominant men, but the gorgeous Scotsman
convinces her to submit to him, and passion becomes all-consuming for
them both. When Duff realizes he's in love with Layla, desperation sets
in. But Layla is every bit as strong as he is, and she's not going down
without a hell of a fight. For Duff and Layla, loving is the ultimate
power play, but can they both submit to love.

BUNS – ALICE CLAYTON
BOOK #3 $29.95
Book #1 Nuts, Book #2 Cream Of The Crop. Clara Morgan
is living the dream, if you can call rebranding hotels that are
desperate for a new life and running any kind of marathon a
dream. Which she does. But the career she loves and the
endurance races that keep her adrenaline pumping have kept
her too busy to put down any roots. Growing up in foster
care, she's never been able to establish traditions of her own, which may
be why she's fascinated by the rituals that generations-old family resorts
are known for. She's especially interested in the Bryant Mountain
House, and not just for their secret recipe for the yummy, gooey, can'tget-enough-of Hot Cross Buns. Archie Bryant, the man with the Buns,
is fifth generation and one-day-owner of the charming yet run-down
Bryant Mountain House in Bailey Falls, New York. He's determined to
save his family's legacy from the wrecking ball the old-fashioned way-by gritting his teeth and doing what needs to be done. There's no way
Archie will be influenced by the new hotel branding expert his father
brought in to turn one hundred and fifty years of tradition on its head
just to attract a faster, younger, slicker crowd. But when some of Clara's
ideas start bringing in new, paying customers, Archie can't deny that she
may have just given him a shot at keeping his resort open. It's sticky, it's
messy, it's sweet, it's Buns.

Coming next month…
AT HIS MERCY– SHELLY BELL BK #1 T/P *TP*
HUNTER CLAIMED—AM GRIFFIN BK #3 T/P
OFF BEAT CRIMES VOL 1—ANGEL MARTINEZ T/P
OFF BEAT CRIMES VOL 2—ANGEL MARTINEZ T/P
BUILDING BONDS – MORTICIA KNIGHT
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Kyle’s a natural sub who builds dungeon furniture, yet
has no interest in BDSM. It takes a hunky Dom to
show him just what he’s been missing. After Kyle’s
partner of five years leaves him for another man on the
night of their housewarming party, the shy, early-thirties
carpenter needs to do a major reassessment of his life in
addition to raising some serious cash. With no one to help him pay the
lease on his Los Angeles condo, he worries how he’ll survive. His best
friend sets up a meeting with one of the Doms and partners at Kiss of
Leather, a gay BDSM club being built as a premier destination for those
who want the best of the best. Master Gavin not only wants the best—
he demands it. When he meets Kyle, he assumes that part of the
builder’s reticence to share anything personal with him must be due to
his experiences with an abusive former Master. Not one to back down
from a challenge, Gavin determines to break through the walls
surrounding the beautiful man he can’t get out of his mind. He’s
hopeful that once he convinces Kyle to sign an initial contract, Kyle
might be the first sub to open up his heart. Misunderstandings and
accusations almost destroy everything between them before they have a
real chance to begin. However, the true obstacle becomes not only
whether Kyle will embrace BDSM as a lifestyle, but also whether he can
handle a full-time D/s relationship with a big, bad, scary Dom who’s as
sexy as hell.
THE WOUNDED WARRIOR – BA TORTUGA
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
When Luke’s lost everything, the only thing to do is head
back home to the ranch and pray that he finds his way again.
When Navy SEAL Luke Blanchard comes back to Northeast
Texas after a devastating injury, he feels like the whole world
has gone dark. In a wheelchair and feeling worthless, Luke
has no idea what to do, even as his twin brother Matt is
determined to lift him up and help him heal. Rory McConnell is a local
prodigy, a real estate lawyer with a plan to buy up land before his bitter
rival can collect it. When the Blanchard ranch goes into the red, he
offers to buy out the debt. Luke backs his brother instead, but he
doesn’t believe for a minute that Rory is a bad guy. No one that sexy
and fun can be, right? As Luke claws his way out of depression with a
crazy idea to run a therapy ranch, he and Rory start to explore the need
growing between them. Will Rory’s need for revenge against a man who
damaged him forever come between them, or will it be the force which
brings these two wounded men together for good?
Coming next month…
I NEED A HERO – COLDWELL/JONES/MASTERS/ET AL
SLAVE FOR TWO—MORTICIA KNIGHT BK #2 T/P
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LIONS CLAIM – CRISSY SMITH
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Birds Of Prey. Annabelle Sanchez has lived her
entire life in the shadows, watching the world from the
outside. Having grown up in foster care until she ran away
at the age of fourteen, Annabelle doesn’t trust anyone
except for the ragtag group of shifters who have become
her family. Cold, scared and alone on the streets, Annabelle stumbles
across Mac Gordon, the only person to ever tell her why she’s so
different from other people. Mac brings her into his family—the bar he
owns and the underground network where he helps shifters disappear
when they need to. Annabelle is furiously loyal and she will not let
anyone hurt her family. When an agent from the Coalition starts sniffing
around, Annabelle knows there is more to the gruff shifter than what’s
on the surface. The way she responds around him is both frightening
and exciting. Family bonds are tested when Annabelle starts spending
time alone with Logan. Logan Coldwell has lost everything when he
joins a new shifter organization looking for law enforcement agents for
its ranks. Logan jumped at the chance to start over after being rejected
by his birth family. He puts everything he has into his job, the only
thing he has left. For two years Logan has had one goal—to protect
innocent shifters and make those who break the law pay. His latest
assignment leads him to a small northern California town that is chockfull of all kinds of shifter species. Several shifters have come before him
and have never been seen or heard from again. Logan is determined to
find out what is going on, no matter how much he’d really like to be
investigating the beautiful and sweet Annabelle.

